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“Until the lions learn to write, tales 
of the hunt shall always glorify the 

hunter.”- African Proverb 
 



Africa 2.0 is a Pan-African Civil Society organization gathering more than 300 

young emerging leaders from Africa and the Diaspora sharing a collective 

committed to developing and implementing  constructive solutions at 

international, pan-African and national level that will produce positive 

The Legacy of the New 
Generation for the 
Continent
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“Change or transform your 
character “

African Symbol of life 
transformation

This African Symbol combines two 
separate adinkra African Symbols, 

the “Morning Star” which can mean a 
new start to the day, placed inside 
the wheel, representing rotation or 

independent movement.

Solidarity, Unity, Progess, Leadership, 



About the Africa 2.0 Manifesto
Our Agenda for Africa

young emerging leaders from 38 nationalities across the continent

role of civil society, private sector & Government

execution challenges.
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“There is nothing 
more powerful than 
an idea whose time 

has come..”
- Victor Hugo



2011, Mombassa Kenya

DESIGNING THE VISION



Inclusive Growth Upgrade Infrastructure

NEXT STEP: 2012
Gathering the Coalition of the willing 

3rd Africa 2.0 Leadership Symposium 12th-14th June 2012, Abuja (Nigeria)

“Designing and Implementing Solutions together”

Growth Enabling 
EnvironmentUplifting Africans
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MOBILISATION AND 
IMPLEMENTATION

Create and share the wealth Upgrade 

Infrastructure



The Africa 2.0 Leadership Symposium => A 

call for action gathering a “Coalition of 

the Willing”

The ultimate purpose of the Africa 2.0 

Symposium is to 

Gather a ‘critical mass’ of committed, 

pro-active top emerging and senior 

leaders from the private sector, civil 

society and government committed to 

working together to unlock the potential 

of the continent.  

The 3rd Annual Africa 2.0 Leadership 

Symposium will be structured in 4 workshops 

- master class, under the theme: “Designing 

and Implementing Solutions Together”. 

It will focus on 4 topics, namely:

- Disseminating Best Practices to turn Africa into a Global 

Food basket.

- Corporate Champions driving Cluster Strategies & Regional 

Integration.

- Capacity Building: Developing ,sourcing and retaining African 

Talents.

- Upgrade Infrastructure to enable the accelerated growth.

The Africa 2.0 Leadership Symposium is not a talk shop! It is 

about Transforming hope into Action. Based on an interactive 

and engaging format of master class, The Africa 2.0 Leadership 

Symposium aims at analyzing best practices and focuses on key 

deliverables that are supported by a concrete action plan in pilot 

countries where implementation will subsequently be monitored 

and evaluated. 

NEW GENERATION
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However long the night, 
the dawn will break. 
(African Proverb)
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“Winners are Dreamers who 
never quit”

African words of wisdom
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African Symbol of 
greatness, charisma 
and leadership
This African Symbol 

is said to have played 
an inspiring role in the 

designing of other African Symbols. 
it signifies the importance of playing 
a leadership role. 

their common interests and increase their 

organisations have manifested in various forms 

unions and preferential trading areas for their 

multilateral trading system, countries have, 

nevertheless, proceeded with ideas that they 

growing economies, have emerged as powers to 

in harmony having a common vision and goal for 

of prosperity.

in their quest to develop; they share similar 

colonial rule; their leaders fought at various 

stages against Western domination; most gained 

had to go through the daunting challenges of 

that threatened to tear them apart.

We now have to move from the old perception of 

the common threat and unite towards a common 

or not. Some of our contemporary leaders have 

started the process and initiated continental 

which inherited independence and freedom, 

require a critical mass of people that understand 

the issues and are ready to dedicate themselves 

to the cause.

a community of emerging leaders from Africa 

civil society, the private sector and government 

to promote and implement a collective vision 

Why a Vision for Africa?
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The Africa 2.0 Manifesto proposes a collective Vision for Africa, a roadmap proposing suggestions and solutions 

that transcends borders and addresses common challenges.  
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ideas, experiences and lessons learned from our 

‘I dream of the realization of the Unity of 
Africa whereby its leaders combine their 
efforts to solve the problems of this continent. 
I dream of our forests, our deserts, our 
wilderness.’ (Nelson Mandela)

Africa, a roadmap proposing 

suggestions and solutions 

addresses common challenges. 



A Vision inviting all children of Africa from “Monrovia to 
Mombasa” to make a new contribution to the Universal 
Civilization! A Vision inviting all of us to raise our heads 
and look at the bigger picture! A Vision designed and 
driven by the people from Africa for the people of Africa. 
A Vision inviting our leaders to sit at the discussion table 
to identify and implement solutions together! A Vision for 
our children. A Vision for Africa!

A Vision for Africa is necessary. A Roadmap or a long 
term plan aimed at proposing a framework including 
joint solutions, that transcend borders and address 
common challenges. A Vision based on cross-fertilization 
of knowledge and experiences. A Vision that rises from 
lessons learned from our neighbours’ and from our elders’ 
previous mistakes and successes through deeper dialogue 
and insight. A Roadmap that puts General Interest above 
Individual Interest! A Vision that galvanizes all Africans to 
become masters of their own destiny and enables them to 
push further the limits of their capabilities. 

- Mamadou Kwidjim Toure: Founder of Africa 2.0
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of the continent’s development process; one 

follows the economic development model of the 

up; as a result it is important for the continent 

of development adapted to African realities, 

capitalising on its unique position as the last 

continent’s leaders and everyone determined to 

is visionary, it is also action-oriented. We chose 

 an African leadership committed to 

growth

private sector and civil society to follow the 

proposed plan

campaign towards the youth, women and 

technology

Uplifting Africans 

2.  Creating and sharing the wealth

3.  Upgrading infrastructure 

4. 

growth

What is Vision Africa ultimately about?
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revolve around an African 

leadership committed to 

the Private Sector and Civil 

to follow the proposed plan; 

and a strong awareness and 

the youth, women, and the 

is to realize the promise of 

leadership has to emerge. 





society

Provide decent healthcare 

schemes.

Promote entrepreneurship 

Foster cluster strategy to 

encourage expansion of 

local industries

Champions

Accelerate and consolidate 

regional integration

Powering Africa

Leverage on expansion 

of telecommunications 

sectors

economic environment

climate

Address the governance 

issues

Secure food for the 

people

Uplifting 
Africans

Enabling 
environment 

Inclusive 
growth

Upgrading 
Africa’s 

Infrastructure

A vision without a task is but a dream. A task without a vision 
is drudgery. A vision with a task is the hope of Africa.
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1.Uplifting Africans

P u t 

the people 

  Over the past 

fantastic force in terms of human capital. On the other hand, this unique 

necessary ingredients to optimise its potential. First and foremost, Africa’s 

without waiting for a providential leader or government to solve all their 

Five critical action points are necessary to uplift Africans:

let’s not lose it or waste it
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1.1 Change the mindset-  

Re-Branding Africa! 

impact on the continent, with the people seeing 

themselves in the manner that they are perceived 

country mindset and country reputation at the 

around unity, performance and solidarity 

geared up mentally and psychologically to 

reputation management and competitive 

in areas such as institutions due to government 

zero tolerance on corruption and areas such as 

has supported growth initiatives in anchor 

initiatives as well as intra- and inter-regional 

households with discretionary income 

As the world searches for new space and 

“Independence”
African Symbol of 
independence, freedom, 
emancipation. “From the 

expression: Fawodhodie ene obre na 
enam. Literal translation: “Independence 
comes with its responsibilities.”

“If you want a year of 
prosperity, grow a grain... if you 
want ten years of prosperity, 
grow a tree... if you want a 
hundred years of prosperity... 
grow a people.”



Africa’ stands for. Africa has to determine the 

successful regional integration and ‘brain 
gain’
optimism
an image of Africa owned by Africa that is 
spoken about and believed in by Africans 
themselves
delivery on promises
political maturity and committed leaders
respect for self and others
a move away from the perception of Africa 
as a dangerous continent
innovation

to attract investment, tourism, trade as well as 

exercise in isolation of policies and governance 

achieve a changed identity and image, Africans 

active development and management over a 

vision and values that permeates across politics, 

which each country engages with the process 

DO attitude.

The Role of African Media: 

some international reach and a relatively 

free press

phone penetration

and content arising from people’s personal 
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African Symbol of 
courage, valor, and 
heroism 
The crossed swords 

were a popular motif in the 
heraldic shields of many former 
Akan states. In addition to 
recognizing courage and valor, the 
swords can represent legitimate 
state authority.
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R E B R A N D I N G 
A F R I C A



“What I hear, I keep” 
African Symbol of 
wisdom, knowledge and 
prudence
The implied meaning of 

the phrase “mate masie” is “I 
understand”. Understanding means 
wisdom and knowledge, but it also 
represents the prudence of taking 
into consideration
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experience; the more open a country and 

will permeate and impact awareness and 

common - digital openness. Africa may not have 

has changed the communication trends across 

the world.

A donation of media time to the promotion 

of the Africa identity agenda

drive positive perception of the continent, 

without negating the negative

 media houses can provide a platform for 

forefront of social change seen in the cases 

strength. Way too often media focus on what is 

going wrong, they should also highlight African 

the Lead SA initiative in South Africa and the 

launch of the initiative was its involvement 

     

The Economist December 2012

A donation of media time to 

the promotion of the Africa’s 

identity and agenda. African 

drive positive perception of 

positive aspects of Africa 

without negating the negative. 

a platform for citizen 

forefront of social change.
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citizens’ attention to the most important issues 

of their country.

 “The ”Lead India” worked because it connected 
powerfully with a strong emotion lying dormant 
in the hearts of young Indians: that India can only 
achieve its ”rightful” place on the world stage if we 
get ourselves a better and more committed set of 
political leaders. In India, the upper middle class 
reader of a newspaper like The Times of India feels 
a strong sense of alienation from the political 
system and the administrative machinery. He feels 
a leadership vacuum. The Times of India tries to 

- 

When we express a preference for German cars, 

and experience.  Products and companies are as 

precision, largely a reputation gained through 

cars that have repeatedly delivered on the 

experience.

changing the reputation of Africa through how 

Time Magazine 1963

I am an African. I owe my being 
to the hills and the valleys, the 
mountains and the glades, the 
rivers, the deserts, the trees, the 
flowers, the seas and the ever-
changing seasons that define the 
face of our native land. 
- Thabo Mbeki

When we express a preference for 

African airline carrier, we instinctively 

experience.  Products and companies 
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industry image of trust in Africa as a place to 

Practical involvement by private 

sector:

 Serve as advocates for Africa and promote 

people are represented on international 

lessened

do not lead growth and expansion into 

the continent Africa’s reputation as an 

investment destination is diminished

 Provision of proof points into nation and 

country image

countries

into the continent through consistent and 

strategic investment

1.2 Build and retain human 

capital

When South Africa bid for the 2010 FIFA World 
Cup, there was doubt internationally that it had 

continent. To the dismay of many, it turned out to 

World Cup events in the history of football. 

and strengthening of education and decision-

the capacity development equation, namely 

Addressing the Human Capital Challenge

Source World Bank, 2010
Source World Bank, 2008

The Virtuous Circle of Higher Education

Quitters never win, Winners never quit, 
so keep on moving - Oduigwe Okala

Serve as advocates for Africa 

and promote African excellence. 
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through the communities, local empowerment 

sector-wide strategies on roads, health and 

increasing attention to capacity constraints 

and coordination of donor support. As a result, 

assistance and training.

  

ensuring that the government plays a 
facilitating role by setting up an enabling 
framework and policies that facilitate the 
reinforcement of capacities across the 
spectrum
 greater focus on higher education; higher 
education is itself a strong catalyst for 

accelerated growth in a highly competitive 
global environment where skills make the 

 training curricula are more adapted to 
market demands and reinforcement of 
capacity in priority sectors, for instance 
make corporate/ NGO/ government 
internship a pre-requisite for all tertiary 
and technical education diplomas
 build capacity in government and at the 
decision-making level in general - train 
the local, national and regional leaders; 
stronger bridges and skills transfer between 
public and private sector

through e-learning and distance learning  

Other medium term solutions would involve 

dissemination approach.

social, geographic etc.

ANANSE NTONTAN 
“Spider’s web”
Symbol of wisdom, 
creativity and the 

complexities of life
Ananse, the spider, is a well-known 
character in African folktales.

Capacity Building: case study.

Reinforcing Capacity at Government level 
is of paramount importance. This can be 
addressed by creating stronger systematic 
bridges between private sector and public 
sector. In the late 90’s in Cote d’Ivoire the 
BNEDT (government arm focused on large 
national infrastructure projects, led at the 
time by Tidiane Thiam) set up a program 
with private sector companies in country and 
multinationals abroad to mobilize young 
talented highly skilled Ivoirians in the country 
and the diaspora to join the BNEDT for 2-3 
years before returning to their previous private 
sector employer. In a few years following the 
implementation of such scheme, the BNEDT 
put on track more infrastructure projects than 
in the previous 20 years. This is what we call 
leapfrog!

In order to attract skills and build the necessary 
internal capacity to deliver on the Vision, 
African governments could set up secondment 

deductibility program, to ensure consistency of 
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fertilisation within communities

 launch initiatives locally and regionally

 community empowerment and local 

leadership

dissemination process through rewards 

mechanism and recognition

innovation

citizens with decent healthcare, housing, 

environment.

1.3 Move towards a 

knowledge-based society “He who does not know can 
know from learning”
African Symbol of 
knowledge, life-long 

education and continued quest for 
knowledge 

As Africans we should develop 

a stronger culture and 

eagerness to acquire and share 



countries spend more than one percent of GDP 

Africa.  

Underlying this drive to cultivate constructive 

importance of research and information-sharing 

Africans we should develop a stronger culture 

amongst themselves.

transistors from the United States after World 

audio-visual technology industry in the world 

and technologies are leading the world in terms 

Africans  which was used to save thousands 

free and open source software for information 

collection, visualisation and interactive 

phones. As most telecommunication licenses 

action point that Africa 2.0 recommended 

to telecom regulators and other competent 

schools and universities

for schools, universities, other learning 

centres and students across the continent.

Case study on how South Korea transformed 
towards a knowledge-based society in one 
generation.

has progressed from an input-driven to 

Africa 2.0 MANIFESTO
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had reversed. Services now accounted for 

changes came dramatic income growth. 

Per capita gross national income rose from 

of individuals with computers, the fraction 

as a way to revitalise the economy following the 

supports economic growth as expanded 

 30 percent of households would have 

 more than 80 percent of households would 

technologically advanced and it is the world’s 

and secondary school nationwide. Using this 

infrastructure, the country has developed the 
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Africa 2.0 recommends that 

schools and Universities across 

telecommunication operators. 

operators when they renew 

their telecoms license in the 

coming years. 
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1.4 Provide decent 

housing schemes

Healthcare

Quality healthcare is a pre-requisite supplement 

dialogue with an empowered private sector. 

into country health plans in line with national 

circumstances. Africa can do it and has done it 

excellent example of a well-structured PPP 

for the construction and facilities management 

a model for a national approach to managing 

reached a stage where cross-fertilisation from 

growth.

private partnership is Lesotho’s healthcare 

i t s 

service with the opening o f 

... the forthcoming Alexandria 

where the private sector is 

and facilities management of 

the provision of health services 

within it.



without increasing costs to patients. 

Africa has demonstrated its capacity to leapfrog 
by using technology to address health related 
issues.

and pharmaceutical manufacturers to provide 

to reducing the prevalence of counterfeit 

medicines, a cause of death for more than 2000 

consumers of medicines at the pharmacy or 

supply chains and anti-counterfeiting measures. 

partnership, involving pharmaceutical 

companies, telecom companies, pharmaceutical 

safety regulatory agencies and pharmacists’ 

are also approached to support the program.

three years mPedigree has forged partnerships 

in Africa with plans to have partnerships with 

pharmaceutical manufacturing clients and is on 

Transform Hope into Action
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operators and pharmaceutical 

manufacturers to provide cell-

to reducing the prevalence of 

counterfeit medicines, a cause 

of death for more than 2000 

the world, including Africa. 



Housing

the appropriate housing infrastructure and 

develop and communicate on a long term 

investors

drive the plan and support in that direction

clarify and computerise land ownership 

schemes and deeds title registration 

procedures to enforce collaterals

develop a mortgage insurance program in 

company

Africa 2.0 MANIFESTO
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from rural areas every year. 
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response to construction needs within 

 promote the dissemination of low cost 

ventures with local partners to allow rapid 

construction and meeting rampant housing 

large scale land registration programs and 

occupiers of property

Some African cities are progressively overcoming 

promises to turn Lagos, already one of the 

living quarters, advocates of the self contained 

city within a city say that it will provide a new 

from what was in existence over a hundred years 

to create solid foundations extending over nine 

new city each day, presenting 

a golden opportunity for real 

estate developers and anyone 

the highly congested Lagos 

metropolis. .
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its tourism industry. Around 

created since construction 

maintain such an enterprise



2. Inclusive Growth: 
Creating and Sharing 

African Wealth
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wealth? 

can enhance the value of our natural resources 

having natural and physical assets were the main 

the various forms of capital that drive a nation’s 

The highest forms of capital are;
1. Institutional capital such as legal protections 

that maximize value to shareholders, and 

2. Knowledge resources such as 

international patents, and university and 

3. Human capital 

4. Culture capital which means not only the 

to innovation.

to realise that when analysing the correlation 

we come to the conclusion that the countries 

with the highest purchasing power parity per 

capita are less dependent on natural resources 

institutional and human resources with culture 

challenging for most African countries in the past 

the right focus, determination and leadership, 

economic development can happen faster than 

and can collapse tomorrow as African states have 

of social capital  remains and only that capital 

creates true value, allowing a country to rapidly 

Africa 2.0 MANIFESTO
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and can collapse tomorrow 

as African states have no 

control over these products. 

capital creates true value, 

allowing a country to rapidly 

evolutions.
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 “Name of a board game”
African Symbol of intelligence 
and ingenuity

TESTIMONY BY MO IBRAHIM TO AFRICA 2.0

Mo Ibrahim
( 2011 Africa 2.0 Award  Winner: 
Entrepreneur of the Decade).

“Dear Friends 

It is wonderful that young African men and women are 
coming forward to articulate the African vision and 
to set an agenda for the continent. Past generations 
of leaders have failed you. They presided over a vast 
and rich continent but through misrule and bad 
governance, we are passing to you an impoverished, 
under developed continent. 

I know you will succeed where we failed - you are 
better educated than us, more informed, well-
connected and better organised.  

The world watched you in Tunisia and Egypt bringing 
down entrenched dictatorships, armed only with 
your courage and your mobiles. I watched you and 
knew that Africa would be safe and prosperous. 
Unfortunately, I could not join you in Mombasa but 
would like to convey what an honour it is to even  be 
nominated for this award. 

The fact that it is the result of a vote by young 
Africans, future leaders, makes it even more 
meaningful. 
  
Many thanks 
Mo Ibrahim (June,15th 2011)” 
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“Imagine that you have an identical twin, both of 
you have the same talents and brainpower. You 

should come up with a creative business idea and 
start the company with potential partners if you 

alone, thinking in your room, not really having 

Your twin goes out and talks to ten people 
from various complementary backgrounds. 
Subsequently, your twin has access to three 
innovative start-ups providing advice and sharing 

him to try and compare. After choosing the best 

by his former university and comes across a few 
angel investors and successful entrepreneurs who 

and looking at new investment opportunities.

Who between you and your twin, who would have 
the greater chances to succeed? For sure, even you 
would bet on your twin!

In a real world analogy, chances are that you are 
somewhere in Africa and your twin somewhere 
in an OECD country or G20 country with a more 
favourable environment. The question is now, how 
can the continent create the adequate conditions 
and framework boosting entrepreneurship and 

population?”

Creditworthiness African 

entrepreneurs can address 

systematically reinforced or 

information on payment 

The Seven Forms of Capital

Wealth and Natural Resources Exports



2.2 Prioritising 

entrepreneurship to create 

jobs

As we have now set up the overall mindset shift 

entrepreneurship as more individuals armed 

Africans have exceptional creative minds and 

great companies around the world and in Africa 

communities is thus of paramount importance in 

our economic transformation process. According 

Source: IFC/McKinsey & Company, Assessing Finance Gap 
for SMEs

Source, Monitor Group,”Accelerating Economic Development”

The poor Can’t sleep because 
they are hungry, and the rich 
can’t sleep because the poor 
are crying...
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... once domestic investment 

is successfully fostered across 

Africa, foreign investment will 

grow even faster.



high-impact, as opposed to necessity, forms 

of entrepreneurship in Africa and to increase 

South Africa, a country that has a relatively well 

improve company registration, tax regimes and 

easier company registration with adequate 

entrepreneurship and each approach calls for a 

Solutions to these challenges exist and have 

use a cluster-based approach to identify 
local assets and competitive advantage 
favouring entrepreneurship in the region
use media and advertising to promote 
entrepreneurship as a viable career choice
develop an entrepreneurship guide web or 
mobile portal and business centres
promote entrepreneurial skills at all stages 
of the education system

assist cashed-out/successful entrepreneurs 
in the region to reinvest in the community 

adopt a portfolio approach to venture 

reduce the regulatory burden on small 
businesses
improve access and delivery for government 
support programs
consider evaluation criteria at the program 
design stage   
lack of availability of skills in the short term 
is resolvable through the set up of business 
incubators, labour incentives for SMEs and 
liberal immigration policies for the import 
of foreign talent

ensure the emergence of a class of successful 

Africa 2.0 MANIFESTO
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to drive high-impact, as 

opposed to survival, forms of 

entrepreneurship in Africa; 

however, solutions to these 

challenges also exist and have 
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to increase their creditworthiness African 
entrepreneurs can address the funding and 
knowledge gap issue by partnering more. 

ensuring stronger prospects for their 

necessary to 

regulatory framework less 
barriers to company registration, including 

 credit Bureaus should be systematically 
reinforced or created

 a closer dialogue should also take 

place between bank associations and 
accountancy associations to build greater 
trust 

 »

 » The development of shared credit units 
for SMEs

handling such organisations and can, in 

some cases, provide technical assistance 

to entrepreneurs.

 » What can be done from bank’s 
perspective?

 » Another practice increasingly adopted 

partnerships 
with certain institutions that have a 
better knowledge of these counterparties: 

companies, SME federations, etc.
 » Another way to reduce information 

consequently lend to recognized 

“The child that leaves 
the fate of his future in 
the hope of inheritance 
property, sets himself up 
for a life of poverty.”

“Pray for what you 
need, but always work 
for what you want” 
- Nguz a Karl-i-Bond, Junior
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2.3  Foster Cluster 

expansion of local 

industries

entrepreneurship, what then drives 

A well implemented cluster strategy, 

 A cluster 

companies and institutions in a 

physically located in the same place, but 
are also linked by common suppliers, 
technology needs and other overlaps 
or synergies.
opportunities for local employment 

and national enterprise while also 

expand their operations in the heart 

of existing activity. Well documented 

City of London’s Financial Services 
cluster and Bangalore’s Business 

Process Outsourcing cluster. (Source: 
Monitor Group, Accelerating Economic 

Development).

maritime cluster and the relevant 

components in place to ensure 

quite successful at implementing cluster 

the country and the population.

particularly the export-oriented ones, starting 

percent in the past decade from $80million in 

time, income levels also increased dramatically, 

Well documented clusters 

cluster, the City of London’s 

Financial Services cluster and 

of interconnected companies 

and institutions in a particular 

physically located in the same 

common suppliers, technology-

needs and other overlaps or 

synergies.

of vertical integration and focus on 

production of goods with higher 

is one of the largest oil producer 

country reduce heavily its import 

industry, while most of the diamond 

center for diamond cutting…So isn’t 

some poles of excellence that would 



system involving road, rail and sea to move 

developed, phytosanitary improvements were 

were implemented and training in orchard 

management practices and post-harvest 

2003 and 2008. Sea freighted exports, which 

increasingly recognised origin of fruit imports to 

the country evolved from one of the largest 

other African countries should follow that path. 

countries in a coordinated manner that could 

greater intra-African trade to foster greater 

wealth generation.

the team of young emerging leaders and share 

Illustrative Map of Singapore’s Maritime Cluster

Source: Monitor Group, Accelerating Economic Development
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“crocodile” 
African Symbol of 
adaptability
The crocodile lives 
in the water, yet 
breathes the air, 

demonstrating an ability to 
adapt to circumstances.

Competitiveness Program 

to upgrade the performance 

particularly the export-oriented 

and tourism.



competitive economic strategy towards ensuring 

to note that cluster strategies are not only 

correctly.
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example on how the country 

evolved from one of the largest 

phosphate producer into a 

countries have done it other 

African countries should follow 

that a cluster strategy needs to 

coordinated manner that 

countries and generate greater 

intra-African trade to foster 

greater wealth generation.

Industry Cluster 
(integrated value chain)

Isolated company

Source: Monitor Group, “Accelerating Economic 
Development”

Source: Monitor Group, “Accelerating Economic 
Development”
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2.4 Promote Regional 

Corporate Champions

elephants. We do have wild animals in our great 

percent annually and have solid international 

companies and their performance over the last 

decade.

Champions are Corporations 

whose turnover can reach 

an international footprint, 

have an average growth 

cent annually and have solid 

Africa 2.0 Leadership Symposium, Mombasa JUNE 2011
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champion is a company partly 

national, regional, continental 

and transparency in its 

grow at the rate of a minimum 

and Shoprite have emerged into true regional 

champions.

regional champion is a company  partly owned 

development.

include elements such as the strategic dimension 

promoters and management, the use of modern 

information technology, the growth potential of 

governance.

into regional and international players as 

regional champions there is a need to support 

Top 40 African Regional Champions

Source: BCG, The African Challengers

Comparative Performance of Top 500 African companies

Source: BCG, The African Challengers
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How to ensure a sustainable 

expansion for Regional Champions?

Forum and other willing institutions, is to create 

incentives that would help existing and emerging 

 a Regional Champions Development 
initiative (RCD) will act as the centre point 
for galvanising resources and strengthening 
collaboration between relevant Regional 
Champions
to directly address constraints to regional 

and continental expansion for African 

companies, including the development of 

special status initiatives and provision of 

form the comparable basis for measuring 
progress and performance of African 
businesses on their journey towards 
Regional Championship.

Regional Champions. As it currently stands, 

national export credit agencies or powerful 

growth.

Corporate Champions should not 

conditions for employees supported 

enhanced with greater corporate 
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When home-grown companies begin to 
emerge into regional and international 
players as regional champions there 
is a need to support their expansion 
through the fast-track provision of 
capital, skills, special status privileges 
and market access.  

What role can the champions play in 

helping the continent leapfrog?  

 investing more actively in capacity building 

nation.
 participating and committing to help 
implement industry clusters and enhance 
linkage programmes.
 contributing to the regional integration 
agenda from a thought leadership as well 
as implementation point of view.
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The responsibilities and obligations of 

private sector in ensuring successful 

inclusive growth.

and environment in which 

of wealthier customers, 

run. 

Africa needs to develop 

performance criteria with 

local and international 

shareholders that include 

same way as dividends 

and return on equity are 

tools to measure return 

on investment, we could 

develop a scorecard called 

list of recommendations on Corporate Social 

services;

Systematically enhance capacity among 

Generating income and investment through 

paying local wages, taxes, dividends and 

royalties;

Developing human 

resources through 

investment in training and 

standards;

Supporting technology 

development and transfer 

through investment in 

local research and the

new technologies and 

processes;

and institutional 

infrastructure.

“Help me and let me help 
you” African Symbol of 
cooperation 
and interdependence 

Africa needs to develop performance 

criteria with local and international 

that include return to community. 

Although not numerous, 

some local and 

international companies 

have excelled in this 

discipline, among them 

two were nominated for 

the Africa 2.0 Award in 

the category resource 

the decade. 
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create competition and emulation.

community is the least of their concern 

the continent to ensure full coordinated inclusive 

growth. Although not numerous, some local and 

international companies have excelled in this 

discipline, among them two were nominated for 

the Africa 2.0 Award in the category resource 

year with a potential to expand production to 2.2 

the country’s development and in order to ensure 

with strong involvement of local communities 

an environmental friendly plan and committed 

to leaving a net positive impact on the unique 

host communities. Additionally, 

compensated farmers to restart farming 

with such incentives as farming inputs 

using improved planting and harvesting 

methods that result in the production of 

higher yields.
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2.5 Accelerate and consolidate 

regional integration 

regional integration is imperative for Africa as it 

Increase the bargaining power of African states 
on the international scene as a respected and 
coherent economic bloc.
Achieve prosperity by providing greater markets 
for economic agents and greater opportunities for 
the people
Pool capacities and create competence 
centres, facilitating regional division of labour 
and associated specialisation for increased 
productivity.
Pool natural resources to ensure the reduction 
of costs of productions while increasing 
productivity and reducing dependence on 
international overseas trade.
Strengthening cross border collaboration and 
dependency and contain risks of cross border 

What are the issues hampering Regional 

too much overlap in regional economic community 

 underfunding

 poor implementation of agreed programs at 

national level

integration

participation

 almost no popular participation

How can those challenges be addressed?

1.  Rationalise and coordinate the RECs (UNECA 
Recommendations)

rationalisation process will also have to 

independence.

must consolidate and maximise vested interests 

and achievements of the regional economic 

communities.

economic community protocols, which in many 

immediately.

need to set priorities for their activities and focus 

mechanisms - such as the system of community 

... unless we assign ourselves a 

leaders, the concept of regional 

integration will remain a remote 

idea, considered as nice to have 

‘When two Brothers fight, Strangers 
always reap the harvest’
An Ibo saying  
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Union Commission shortly.

2.  Africa needs a continental Vision, 
a common goal embraced by its 
people and its leaders.

Africa 2.0 shares the view that unless 

we assign ourselves a common 

our citizens and leaders, the concept 

of regional integration will remain 

a remote idea, considered as nice 

promote a synthetic pan-African 

among the African population for 

consultation and endorsement. Such a 

facing African nations and propose 

ways to address them through regional 

leaving enough room for individual 

country policies and autonomy.

willingness of independent states 

strategies and long terms policies and 

and secured economic community 

empowerment of the private sector. As 

 deployment of adequate 
infrastructure that supports 
competitiveness drivers
 construction of regional 
infrastructure that will facilitate 
economic integration
 common market and free trade 
agreements
governance and macro-economic 
stability

on the commitment of the leaders of 

to national planning, articulated with 

guidelines and development priorities 

an approach highlights the recent 

the need for a concerted approach 

towards a common goal.

3. Pragmatic approach focused 
on immediate key deliverables 
with tangible results to reinforce 
credibility and generate 
momentum.

legal capacity and harmonising 

addressing capacity challenges 

logistical and institutional support 

to the national courts of its 

common, harmonised investment 

of investments in the zone and 

smoother expansion of economic 

agents in the area.

 Addressing the urgent completion 

impact in terms of socio-economic 

growth and have a demonstration 

population

on transport corridors: 

leapfrog approach based on 

commissioned a study leading to the 

formation of a Corridor Diagnostic Study 

plan to address the issue of transport 

plan presents a practical roadmap 

for improving the performance of the 

northern and central corridors and 

trade and enhancing prosperity for 

presents prioritised infrastructure and 

and central corridors and is comprised 

technical papers.

Decrease the price of road 

Decrease the price of rail transport 

percent

On the Central Corridor, fully 

Decrease the price of road 

Plan and accompanying technical 

papers, approved it and provided 

further input into the Final Action 

transport service providers, shippers, 

freight forwarders and development 

attended in all.
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3.Upgrading Africa’s 
Infrastructure     



Africa needs better 
infrastructure in order to enable 
the uplifting of its citizens in a 
context of a sustainable wealth 
creation agenda. The mobile 
telephony boom reminds us that 
Africa is sometimes able to 
economically leapfrog. Traditional 
approaches to electrification, 
internet connectivity or access to 
water might just not be adapted 
to the African context.  Here as 
well, African leaders will have to 
think and act beyond ‘conventional 
wisdom’ and invite civil society and 
the private sector to the table. 

Closing the circle on Telecoms Infrastructure

River Bassins: Managing Commons

Power: Towards Regional Pools

Roads: Connecting the dots

Source: AfDB 2008

“when you climb a good 
tree” 
African Symbol of 
support, cooperation and 

encouragement
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3.1 Powering Africa

Source: World Bank Group
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next decade if fully dedicated and committed to 

potential of hydroelectricity as well as associated 

international equipment manufacturers and 

that ensure generalised access to energy.  

1. 
generate an additional capacity of 15GW)

implement a streamlined planning process

 set up an optimised maintenance plan

programmes

2. Make electricity a  national/regional priority
 complete reforms opening up the access, 

increase supply and reduce generation 

costs

 decentralise and empower private initiatives 

A 10-20 year National 
Power Strategy needs 
to be enforced as a 
national priority and 
implemented regardless 
of changes in electoral 
agenda and rotating 
political regimes
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and diversify technologies to increase 

access

 roll out smart grid technologies to help 

up to 30 percent

3.  Intensive planning and capacity building 
for empowering local industries

and implemented regardless of changes 

in electoral agenda and rotating political 

regimes

operational level to retain expertise as well 

as the management level in areas such as 

and procurement

 promote the development of local 

from international equipment suppliers and 

contractors should include involvement, 

empowerment and partnerships with local 

transfer

4. Regional policy framework should take a 
stronger lead
Africa-Africa cooperation and regional 

 compensation for the location mismatch 

5. Power trade schemes

Africa-Africa cooperation and 
regional approaches constitute the 
key to a successful and efficient 
power sector.

Africa 2.0 MANIFESTO
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the expansion of 

telecommunications sector

As with access to power, access to 

the coming years most Africans will access 

focused mental models.  Current innovations in 

telecommunications drive access to information, 

improve coordination and allow for informed 

of telecommunications will foster further 

innovation and encourage technology-focused 

African governments succeeded in expanding 

Transform Hope into Action
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telecommunications will 

foster further innovation and 

encourage technology-focused 

and 2008, more than US 

sector. 



Africa is entering the 2nd Mobile Broadband Revolution Evolution Voice Vs. Data for Sample African Operators

telecommunications in Africa should 

 stimulate technology innovation and rapid 

greater infrastructure sharing to reduce 

industry costs

Africa 2.0 MANIFESTO
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Priority focus on regional transport 

corridors

No sustainable growth can be achieved if we 
cannot ensure the mobility of our most valuable 
assets: our people and our goods. Africa’s road 

for electricity, other underlying infrastructural 

needs, including transportation and water, 

require a similar careful growth strategy 

the quality of existing infrastructure. Considering 

implies the upgrade of the main ports on the 

freight time to allow timely delivery of goods. 

increase railways as the demand for natural 

to encourage stronger involvement of private 

sector investments.

Why the priority focus on regional transport 
corridors?

century provides a good example. 

unpopulated interior regions of continents 

to exploration and settlement that would not 

railroads created a nationwide transportation 

replaced the wagon trains of previous decades 

and allowed for the transportation of larger 

quantities of goods over longer distances.

3.3 Transport and water 

One approach could be 
to correlate transport 
infrastructure tenders 
with key mineral 
resources projects 
to encourage stronger 
involvement of private 
sector investments.
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What are the key success factors?

1. Focus on maintenance:
of transport system and quality should 

help reduce the high costs related to 

new roads.

2.  Institutional reforms coordinated with 
regional integration

an increased engagement of the private 

regional institutions who are committed to 

implementing the transport corridors.

3.  Human and institutional capacity

in policy formulation, planning and 

implementation as well as those engaged in 

regulatory and enforcement functions; and 

4.  Increase and diversify sources of funding: 

states commit to allocate a minimum of 

8 percent of GDP to the development of 

emissions to tap into the excess liquidity 

private partners.

through a 30-year concession to a private 

facilitated the growth of tourism in the region as 

“when you climb a good 
tree” 
African Symbol of 

support, cooperation and 
encouragement

has successfully reduced 

overloading of heavy vehicles, 

also facilitated the growth of 

tourism in the region as well 

as other sector investments in 

aluminium smelter and the 

natural gas plants at Pande and 
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Water Vision 2025 proposed by African 

to their primary water supply.  

Africa 2.0 proposes to align all water initiatives 

water resources for poverty alleviation, socio-

economic development, regional cooperation 

Strengthening governance of water 

 »  development of national policies and 

 »

 »  systems for information generation, 

 »
generation and management (100 
percent complete at national level and 
30 percent complete at river basin level 
by 2015)

 »  capacity building  (research, technical 
assistance etc. - 60 percent of countries 
complete by 2015)

 »  proportion of people without access 
reduced (by 75 percent in 2015 and by 
95 percent in 2025)

 »  water for achieving food security 
(increase size of irrigated area by 50 
percent in 2015, 100 percent by 2025)

 »

operational by 2025)

 »

Estimated Yearly investments needs to achieve Africa Water Vision 2025

Source: African Development Bank

The great wall of Lagos, Eko city

WATER for life
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Once again the success of such a plan will depend on the full awareness, endorsement, 



3.4 Provide an enabling 

banking infrastructure and 

lead the mobile banking 

revolution globally

is essential for private sector-led growth, which 

in turn drives poverty reduction. According 

countries south of the Sahara are poised to 

services and new technologies to provide them 

in addition to high levels of economic growth. 

to play an active and leading role to ensure 

such institutions are empowered and play their 

thriving conditions.

Access to Finance 

emerging lower middle class for two main 

of covering heavy structure costs and adapted 

regulatory requirements often not adapted to 

the African context where a limited portion of 

Transform Hope into Action
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Comparative Penetration Analysis

Growth of Mobile Money Vs Needed Intervention

Source: GSMA, MMU Annual Report



focus on leveraging innovative technologies and 

support the growth of the economy.

a priority for the development of the private 

sector and economic growth.

for the development of small and medium 

this context, leasing is particularly relevant for 

an initial cash deposit with the inherent value of 

Leasing, in its simplest form, is a means of 

payments. Worldwide, equipment leasing has 

unresolved issues revolving around the 

regulatory regime, taxation and the rights of the 

in a nascent stage, with a penetration rate of less 

rate of leasing is inferior or equal to

for stimulating capital formation in the 

and reducing poverty.

Africa 2.0 MANIFESTO
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4. A growth 
enabling 
environment



and unexpected challenges that often prevent 

and progress in Francophone Africa; today, after 

hundreds of thousands of casualties due to 

strides in its modernisation agenda; then came 

only recently through years of sustained growth. 

highlight the grim realisation that development 

processes, even when they are well thought-

through and seamlessly executed, are not 

years of resolute progress.   

4.1 A stable 

macroeconomic 

environment

performance through a process of comprehensive 

management, privatisation and reform of state-

owned enterprises, reduction in the level of 

state intervention in the economy, trade reform, 

4.2 Address the 

governance issues

citizens and leaders where institutional 

goals. Currently this social contract often does 

Africa 2.0 MANIFESTO
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The rainmaker who doesn’t 
know what he’s doing will be 
found out by the lack of 
clouds.  Luganda, Uganda

“he who wants to be 
king “ 
African Symbol of 
service and leadership 
From the expression 

“Nea ope se obedi hene daakye no, 
firi ase sue som ansa” meaning “He 
who wants to be king in the future 
must first learn to serve.” 



2. 

3. 

and Financial Crimes Commission provides a 

examples of a governance report listing activities 

to maintain pressure on their administration 

or elected representatives at local, regional 

ACTIOM Principle

citizens to follow in order to ensure that good 

Principle Campaign across Africa empowering 

the population to drive the good governance, 
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in an attempt to support 

the reconstruction of the 

an important role early on 

revenue collection tripled 



principle
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African citizens to follow in 

order to ensure that Good 

nationwide concern and 

areas. Africa 2.0 proposes to 

Campaign across Africa 

empowering the population 

to drive the Good Governance 

at their respective level 

individually and collectively.

anti-corruption agencies as well as the related 

setting up structures and governance 

principles 

Consistent with the concept of collective 

to scale up, monitor and hold governments 

rapid fruits if the right mindset is applied and a 

to ensure that good governance is implemented, 

continental campaign to the masses around the 

a simple guideline to improve and maintain good 

of interactions from corporate, to municipalities 

to national and regional levels. An active and 

ACCOUNTABILITY: 

First of all, it is critical to ensure that decision 
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that are clear. As a result, an adequate reward 

to ensure that good governance principles are 

paves the way for worsening governance. What 

case peer pressure and society pressure may 

regional, municipal and corporate level. 

CITIZENSHIP

therefore a prerequisite for quality governance, 

is that although necessary, an anti-corruption 

setting up the standards and demanding more 

TRANSPARENCY

means also providing consistency in preserving 

the prevalence of general interest over personal 

questions are the taxpayers, in other words it is 

focus their actions in a coordinated approach 

while communicating massively and demand 

increased transparency.

INFORMATION

of civil society is to question the information 

the government or municipalities have shown 

some form of transparency that the information 

case, there is therefore no need to complain 

consciousness to enquire, without a systematic 

request for information dissemination, good 

the population to follow closely that the right 

envisaged without a communication scheme that 

provides adequate information to constituents.
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level information on how taxpayer money 

faithful manner.

updated of decisions made and proposed 

announcements made.

ORGANIZATIONAL BALANCE

appropriate organizational structures to ensure 

that decisions are made in the interest of the 

Only independent control commissions with 

strong mandate to operate in autonomy can 

on the willingness of Leaders to allow for such 

and dynamic citizenship.

MEDIA INVOLVEMENT

any independent and democratic country with a 

a strategic role in maintaining good governance 

on how the state and local governments are 

phones and other social media, the continent 

is at the dawn of empowered citizenship and 

overcoming the challenges of isolation and 

misinformation. 

and faster dissemination of information and 

private sector have a good reason to advocate 

and increase their turnover. Also stronger media 

learned, new ideas and solutions dissemination. 

investment climate

The role of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)

source of longer-term capital for reinvestment 

in infrastructure and other developmental 

Development of local suppliers - local 

sourcing policies help to create extended 

supply chains of domestic providers

overdependence on natural resources.

With annual foreign direct investment increasing 
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average Africans and further improvements in 

investment climates are required via initiatives 

institutions, compromised legal systems, 

human capacity challenges and antiquated 

infrastructure. Furthermore, once domestic 

investment is successfully fostered across Africa, 

foreign investment will grow even faster.  Africa 

aimed at galvanising and helping African civil 

 embrace and disseminate the use of global 
benchmarking reports (World Bank Doing 
Business, Competitiveness Rankings, etc.) 
as our main evaluation tools.
 use these current business environment 

progress made to date and, in collaboration 
with local and international academics, 
professional organisations and other 
governments, develop performance 
indicators and goals which are aligned with 
the national priorities and visions.

ministerial and technical people in charge 

expanded or included in government 

transformation programs.

report their customer experience when 

ensure a wider dissemination of reports 

which empower African entrepreneurs 

and civil society to hold their leadership 

Removing Trade Barriers in West Africa’ are 

be taken and responsible institutions held 
accountable if the laws are not respected.

programmes and policies that have enhanced 

driving force of the economy, allowing changes 

in the country’s economic structure from 

independence to a prevailing mining activity.  

winning over the investment climate challenge 

leadership with a strong population involvement 

towards turning the country into a preferred 

investment destination in less than ten years.
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4.4 Africa : from food security to global food basket

African nations to move up the value chain and enter into the age of 

agro-processing to reduce their food dependency. 

BESE SAKA “sack of cola 
nuts” 

African Symbol of 
affluence, power, abundance, plenty, 
togetherness and unity
The cola nut played an important 
role in the economic life of Ghana. 
A widely-used cash crop, it is 
closely associated with affluence 
and abundance. This African 
Symbol also represents the role of 
agriculture and trade in bringing 
peoples together.

particular focus is required to ensure a nation’s 

climate change, rural migration and droughts. 

the necessity for African nations to move up 

the value chain and enter into the age of agro-

processing to reduce their food dependency 

the rural non-farm economy. Overall GDP growth 

originating in agriculture is two to four times 

generated outside agriculture.

population is involved in some form of agricultural 

activity and the average African family spends 

Africa’s GDP; it is thus quite unproductive, in 

tenure, poor irrigation and mechanisation, added 

of systematic registration and user right 
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modernisation program, which has introduced 

agricultural land.  

Rationale for commodity exchange

Africa has an internationally recognised 

Commodity exchanges help to remove or reduce 

along commodity supply chains in developing 

countries. Properly functioning commodity 

processing operations. Commodity exchanges 

futures contracts also provide sector participants 

with means of managing exposure to commodity 

of a neutral and authoritative price reference 

can overcome information asymmetries that 

exchange. Commodity 

exchanges help to remove or 

reduce the high transaction 

along commodity supply chains 

in developing countries.

Overall GDP growth originating 

in agriculture is two to four 

reducing poverty than growth 

generated outside agriculture.

Furthermore, in Africa, over 

involved in some form of 

agriculture activity and the 

average African family spends 

on food.

can overcome information asymmetries that have often 

disadvantaged smaller or less well-connected farmers in the past.
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have often disadvantaged smaller or less well-

connected farmers in the past.

Transform our products and develop strong agro-
industry
A stronger agro-industry should help the 

continent reduce food import dependency and 

the margins structure across the agricultural 

chart highlights some countries’ success stories 

We do not consume what we produce and we do not 

A stronger agro industry should 

help the continent reduce food 

import dependency and create 

more wealth

The prosperity of the 
trees is the well being of 

the birds.



Our mass production of agricultural products is 

margins are extremely low due to international 

our newly acquired taste. We import most of our 

percent of cassava produced is now wasted due 

not only to transport infrastructure and storage 

taste adapted to our local conditions and thus 

prosperity of our nations.  Furthermore due to our 

secular familiarity with those local products we 

give us competitive edge on the production and 

transformation of such products. According to 

Crops of Africa’, Africa’s local cereals - rice, millet, 

fonio, sorghum, tef and dozens of wild cereals - 

present a local legacy of genetic wealth upon 

Development Policy

Case Study : Karnataka Government India

allied sectors namely improving productivity, 

minimizing post harvest losses, enhancing 

post harvest processing and value addition, 

and dairy in terms of generating income and 

farming community. 

2. Development of Agri-infrastructure

3. 

including Food Processing Units

4. 

employment generation

Africa 2.0 MANIFESTO
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Foreign land acquisition in Africa: 
Source Mo Ibrahim Foundation
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Development of Agri Input Sector 

Focus Development of Key Products

advantage and uniqueness

Brand Building
Demarcation of areas for each of these 

Farming, Cultivation, Dairy Husbandry, Poultry 
Husbandry, Fisheries, Sericulture, Apiculture 
and Animal Husbandry

Adopt modern practices and technologies 

unproductive plantation, low productivity 

Organic Farming Clusters

produce and health consciousness, and 

leveraging the inherent advantages of 

local natural resources.

Agri - Horti - Animal Husbandry - Fisheries - 
Food Processing Corridor  

and employment potential to local 

Corridor of excellence is envisaged. 

region and integrate the planning process 

Agro Based Industry (or Agro-Industrial Units)

Knowledge Support Cell 

information in the sector, central product 

information, cultivation 

Market Intelligence Cell 

sector

Special Agro Tourism Investment Zones
to promote agriculture tourism to provide, 

communities.

Investment Promotion

Summit etc to promote investment into the 

state

Fiscal Incentives and facilitation

industrialization and infrastructure 

development.

agri-infrastructure.

infrastructure.

infrastructure.
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4.5 Keep Africa green

Unless we incorporate environmental 

considerations into our development planning, 

implementation and evaluation, the future of 

our species, and of all the other species that 

of our planet, remains endangered.  Present and 

future prosperity and the peaceful coexistence of 

peoples and their nation states, not only revolves 

around issues of exclusion from, and access to 

access to and control of natural resources. While 

with increased general consumption, frequent 

local and regional shortages will continue to 

threaten our existence and challenge current 

governance and management systems.  

development initiatives, through environmental 

support to the national development processes, 

the use of remote-sensing technology for 

countries should maintain and intensify their 
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5. Key Success Factors

Leapfrogging Africa
The time has come.
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between government, 

private sector, civil society 

and tribe leaders

means an empowered civil society and proactive 

private sector engaging constructively with a 

mass, would help converge towards one common 

Since democracy and the end of apartheid in 

leading citizens representing civil society and 

administration, trade unions, religious groups, 

the country’s present situation and to consider 

can address their critical challenges if, and only 

if, citizens and leaders from all sectors of society 

As citizens, South Africans also need to insist 

that all spheres of government, from national to 

poor roads, electricity, poor governance without 

Source; Monitor Group, Africa from the Bottom Up

A culture needs to emerge 

on poor roads, electricity, poor 

governance without acting on 

Africans can address their 

critical challenges if and only 

if citizens and leaders from 

all sectors of society actively 

delivery.
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5.2 Committed and 

visionary leadership

empowered, more committed civil society and 

private sector, how do we get leaders to come to 

www.africa2point0.
org

committed leadership across Africa appeared 

that Africa could improve the performance of 

constituents acted constantly concomitantly and 

engaged in addressing local, national and 

regional leadership issues. What in our view 

in designing, promoting and implementing an 

least stir the continent in that direction.

Diaspora and technology

Addressing these four themes is integral to the 

failing to unleash the potential of these four 

regional partners. 

designing, promoting and implementing an action plan 



fundamental areas that Africa needs to address. 

intersect. While all four themes impact Africa’s 

emphasis in the discussion around women, 

Mobilising the youth

 their future is ahead of them and they are 

connected through social media and other 

electronic platforms

 by 2020 Africa will have to face the 
enormous challenge to address the needs 
of 200 million Africans entering the job 
market
 they are the ones who will ultimately inherit 

the continent

 they are more demanding and more 

proactive than the previous generations 

Transversal Theme
Women Diaspora Youth Technology

Vision Pillars

Infrastructure/power

Clusters

Food Security

Governance

Competitiveness

Entrepreneurship

Investment

Regional integration

Capacity building

Rebranding
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“twisting” 
African Symbol of 
initiative, dynamism and 
versatility

have to face the enormous 

Challenge to address the 

needs of 200 million Africans 



demographic dividend in the following terms, 

provide its young people with the education 

important for African governments and African 

education systems to understand the policy 

content of the education, the qualitative aspects 

Are we preparing our young people for the 

What do we mean by ‘think critically’? 

they can question what they are told, so that they 

heights, Africa needs to partner the energy of 

her youth with the wisdom of her elders.

Africa 2.0 MANIFESTO
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hope that as many youth 

and read the Africa 

they can question what 

they are told, so that 

themselves and rely more 

on themselves. 
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Saharan Africa is over 20 percent and is expected 

to increase over the next decade. 

provide adequate funding to advance the youth 

Saharan Africa are involved in self-employment 

of the total population employed in the informal 

term economic growth strategy. For example, 

An old man who by himself carries one 
load on the head and another in his 
hand, must have played away his youth.

indeed in a timely context 

where Africa arises as 

unprecedented opportunities. 

A virgin land endowed 

with untapped exceptional 

natural resources where 

a continent where democracy 

and individual freedom is 

Africa is a continent with an 

upcoming middle class, a 

continent slowly opening to 

the world and progressively 

technology and connectivity. 
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to provide centers of specialization for education 

sector has great potential for youth employment 

and social capital to self-employed youth.

information and communication technology, 

has developed a national action plan for youth 

additional government organizations dedicated 

Why we believe this emerging generation of 
youth has the potential to become the outliers of 
this century?

societal forces that give rise to opportunistic 

Gladwell insists that we have all too easily 

extraordinary opportunities and cultural legacies 

    

context where Africa arises as the last frontier 

land endowed with exceptional untapped 

natural resources, where everything needs to 

Africa is a continent with an upcoming middle 

class, a continent slowly opening to the world 

technology and connectivity.

sector, media, entourage, civil society and 

growth environment and concrete opportunities 

implies auto-determination and self-reliance and 

is generally expressed through entrepreneurship 

the continent as well as insights into what each of 

us, in particular the youth, can do to uplift Africa 

into action.



Africans say that if a woman is 
hungry, she will feed her children. 

Transform Hope into Action

Women in Africa represent 

percent of African incomes and 



Mobilising women

forefront of the transformational process of 

values and education to the children of Africa 

and are proactive agents in local communities. 

are three areas where their participation will 

Enhance women in entrepreneurship

four factors that will help accelerate Africa’s 

growth and development.  One of the four 

factors was the need to expand African women’s 

 in order to overcome the lack of access to 
funds faced by African entrepreneurial 
women, create an African Women Diaspora 
Fund that invests in women on the 
continent.  The Diaspora can pool their 

initiative.  
 create a business idea competition – to 
promote learning, competitiveness and 
network creation and reinforcement (Africa 

Enterprise Challenge Fund could focus on 

 assess the feasibility of an African Training 
Institute Hub for Women Entrepreneurs 
with the aim to develop a two-way 
information and knowledge centre and 
local communities reinforcement.

participants in public-private dialogue 
processes.

Empower women in agriculture

farmers and less than l percent of the total 

credit to agriculture yet Africa is a continent 

Africa 2.0 MANIFESTO
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President of the Foundation 

for Community Development 

vis-a-vis women in agriculture, 

aspects of land ownership.



 Women’s right to land ownership could 
change the face of Africa and speed up 

security. (IFPRI)
 Capacitate women with the technological 
skills to boost productivity in Africa’s 
agricultural sector.
 Biotechnology could be a technological 
option for small-scale farmers, mostly 
women, and there is need for agricultural 
bodies and governments to ensure 
that women are familiar with emerging 
technologies.  Biotechnology produces high 
yields, drought resistance and broad leaves. 
According to IFPRI, the variety substantially 
reduces weeding by women and children. 
(Rockefeller Foundation)

Support women leadership for greater governance
A third area where women’s involvement would 

results in the adoption of gender-sensitive 

policies in various areas. According to Graca 

Mobilising the Diaspora

descent living outside of the African continent 

generation Africans outside the continent, in 

The rising importance of African Diaspora-

Transform Hope into Action

people from African descent 

living outside of the African 

second generation Africans 

outside the continent, in 

addition to  African Americans 

No matter how far a stream 
flows, It never forgets it’s source. 
- Aham



equity investment in the corporate sector and 

portfolio investments from this group as well 

as a perceived role that the Diaspora could 

the Diaspora community have the potential to 

 cross-border investor networks

solely or in partnerships.

 mentoring/venture capital networks: 

managers and owners of Diaspora origin 

 outsourcing networks:
owners outsource some of their operations 

countries.

 brain circulation networks: Diaspora 

countries.

 fostering bilateral trade: Diaspora involved 

in trading with home country and in 

enhancing the reputation of home country 

investment climate in the host country.

investor may have other considerations that 

invest in economies that others would consider 

home country’, with the expectation that their 

investment will have a positive impact on 

Recommendations for the Diaspora 
communities:

 Create Diaspora Councils abroad in countries 

Africans in the Diaspora need to mobilise 
and organise themselves to act as an 

residence and their home country.
play a dual role of advisory and advocacy.

 African Diaspora to increase their levels 

of foreign direct investment to their home 

countries

 Africans in the Diaspora to be encouraged 
to invest in their home countries. It is 
important that they are provided with 
information to raise their awareness of 
investment opportunities.
 Africans in the Diaspora to contribute 
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economies that others would 

opportunities that other 

synergistic advantages. 

“knot of pacification or 
reconciliation” 
African Symbol of 
reconciliation, peacemaking
and pacification Mpatapo 

represents the bond or knot that binds 
parties in a dispute to a peaceful, 
harmonious reconciliation. It is a 
African Symbol of peacemaking after 
strife.”



country selecting itself or their respective 

government allocating to them a sector 

Recommendations for African Governments:

to tap into the Diaspora pool of talent and 

where relevant, appoint Diaspora experts as 

measures facilitating recruitments of 

Diaspora entrepreneurship locally.

A key question governments must ask themselves 
is: “To what extent is the legal framework 
consistent with a strategy favourable to Diaspora 
involvement and investment?”
  
Put in place a legal framework:

unnecessarily complex, unenforced. 

freedom and non-discrimination

policies where there is a need for protection 

property and contract rights

taxation, not expropriation, as the means of 

Transform Hope into Action

governments need to tap 

into the Diaspora pool of 

talent and where relevant, 

appoint Diaspora experts as 

committees and commissions 

encourage measures facilitating 

recruitments of Diaspora 

as well set the adequate 

entrepreneurship locally. 



investments; sanctions for non-compliance 

criminalising civil wrongs or nullifying 

transactions for minor reasons.

  
Ensure ease of investing and attracting 
knowledge and know-how:

 provide a contact for assistance in Diaspora 

investment promotion and facilitation

outward Diaspora investment

 handle enquiries in relation to the conduct 

of Diaspora investor or investors

investment

should, however, in certain circumstances 

standards of lawyer-client protection and 

5.4 Addressing the 

execution challenges: Kenya 

Vision 2030 case study

require commitment, dedication from senior 

is a good example to learn from, in terms of 

implementation of a country vision.

income country providing a high quality of life 

environment.

percent per annum and sustaining the same 

in a clean and secure environment, while the 

anchored on the foundations of macroeconomic 

Implementation Plan

is attained in development across all regions 

terms of increasing the share of manufacturing 

and industry in GDP and that of manufactured 

exports in total exports. Additionally, the strategy 

Funding
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into a newly industrializing, middle-income country 

2030 in a clean and secure environment. 
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and over 20 percent on the social - education, 

Organisational and structural achievements
Governance:  Creation of the Vision 2030 

Delivery Board and the Vision 2030 Delivery 
Secretariat through a presidential order as 
a Semi Autonomous Government Agency 
(SAGA) in February 2009. The agency is 
charged with the responsibility of providing 
overall strategic leadership, oversight, 
guidance, setting targets and evaluating 
results achieved in the implementation of 

communication of the achievements of 
Vision 2030 to the public. 

Dissemination and entrenchment: Vision 
2030 has been disseminated countrywide to 

have been entrenched in the performance 
contracts of all government ministries 
and agencies. Integrated communication 

through electronic media, social media, 
town-hall meetings and partnerships with 
private and civic sector institutions is under 
way with a collective goal to align ownership 
of the constitution and Vision 2030 by all 
Kenyans.

projects

progress is monitored and reported annually 

Whereas some sectors have recorded high levels 

of success, others have had mixed successes 

while some have recorded very low success 

infrastructure development and the political 

reforms.

Lessons Learned
 High calibre human capital is an absolute 
prerequisite for the implementation of 
any ambitious, transformational national 
development plan.
 Prioritisation and sequencing based 
on ‘measurable socio-economic 
transformational impact’ has been critical 

government allocated more 
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towards informing budget allocations.
Collaboration to avoid overlaps among key 
implementing and supporting ministries, 
departments and agencies, private sector 
and communities is critical to the success 
of implementing a long-term national 
development.
Top level government support at the level 
of the president and prime minister has 
been critical to the successful formulation 
and implementation of Vision 2030.
Legal frameworks to govern public-private 
partnerships and procurement for critical 
projects are necessary for the smooth 
implementation of major infrastructure 
projects.
Performance contracting with all 
implementing agencies is a key instrument 

management discipline required to deliver 
on transformational projects and instil a 
transformational culture – thinking big, 
business unusual and paradigm shift to 

Budgetary resources must be given priority 

sector and development partners aligned 
through PPP frameworks.
Land use planning frameworks, guided by 
a national spatial plan, is critical to the 
development of the enabling infrastructure 
for long-term national development.

Global benchmarking strategy is critical 

project roadmaps and technology and 
knowledge transfers necessary to develop 
and maintain a globally competitive and 
prosperous middle-income country.



5.5 Finding the money to 

power the Vision

In his book ‘Ending Africa’s Poverty Trap’, the economist Jeffrey Sachs estimated 

at approximately $1.2 billion the external funds Ghana would need each year to 

meet the Millennium Development Goals (MDG) set by the United Nations while 

Tanzania and Uganda would respectively need $2.5 billion and $1.6 billion. 

Those numbers are highly achievable for each country by applying long term 

vision, discipline and creativity. Those external funds could be sourced by 

applying some key principles:

   

corruption and tax evasion)

2. Systematically promote public-private partnerships and diversify 

international bilateral partners

3. Reduce dependency on foreign aid while 

prioritising and coordinating its allocation

4. Increase government budgets through 

innovative tax and rigorous collection system

5. Mobilise Diaspora investments through Diaspora 

bonds

6. Mobilise international capital markets

7. Use private placement programs to boost the 

growth

Transform Hope into Action
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reducing the illegal 

increasing government 

revenues

Raymond Baker, director of the Global Financial 
Integrity, says at least $1.2 trillion of illicit 
money leaves developing countries every year, 
compared with the estimated $120 billion which 
these countries receive in aid. In other words, he 
said, for every dollar that the West was handing 
out across the table, they were taking back ten 
dollars under the table. (www.youtube.com/
watch?v=VzCQJWkK6z0). According to a 2010 
report by the Global Financial Integrity for African 

leak of $854 billion between 1970 and 2008. 
Under this report, Africa loses an average of $29 
billion per year since 1970. 

countries.

company registration schemes, minimum 

2. Set up a tax amnesty to allow repatriation of 

illegal funds into Africa.

3. 

the relevant sanctions and monitoring fraud 

Rationale for a tax amnesty

advantage of the mechanism of tax amnesty as 

an immediate temporary solution is that it would 

allow African states to rapidly collect additional 

tax revenues and simultaneously attract foreign 

as an immediate temporary 

solution is that it would allow 

African states to rapidly collect 

additional tax revenues and 

simultaneously attract foreign 
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the most recent international cases of adoption 

revenue.

set at a rate of nine percent of remittances, the 

taxpayers, with the exception of legal persons, 

recent international cases 

of adoption of tax amnesty 

amnesty for individuals and 

undeclared funds deposited 
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evasion from private sector. 
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thereafter immune from legal prosecution for 

amnesty applied to African countries should, in 

giving it a temporary and not permanent 

feature.

for fraud.

while remaining enticing.

authorities is in progress.

Rigorous coordinated measures to limit future 

represents indeed a much smaller portion 

According to the African 

shortfall estimated in 2002 to 



According to Chr. Michelsen Institute, most 

conditions:
Cash is carried out of the country and 

Transfer pricing: systematic overpricing 
and under-invoicing in trade transactions. 

the price and payment into a foreign bank 

capital is done in a system independent of 

Transferring money overseas through 
commissions and agent fees paid by foreign 
contractors into foreign bank accounts of 
residents.

foreign institution to a designated recipient 

Although the high level of corruption is 

anticipated to put some constraints to the 

implementation of reforms it is important that 

Create clear control mechanisms, policies 

and procedures.

Governments

more secure with nationally approved 

Donor agencies could potentially assist 

requested.

A stronger peer review mechanism should 

this and report such practices.

No one can corrupt you unless you 
are corrupt (ewe proverb from 
Ghana)

an important role in informing 

civil society of corrupt 

Transform Hope into Action
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International Organisations
When required, development agencies 

should provide resources for professional 

personnel in due diligence and in accordance 

NGOs and the media may play an important 
role in informing civil society of corrupt 
actions by publishing knowledge that is 
easily available and accessible for the 
public.

- Increase government revenues through 
innovative tax schemes

the G20 Cannes Summit. According to a report 

allocated to international development some 

will reach a common ground on such a 

taxation mechanism.

amount of the proceeds, if any, to fund the 

development of poor countries appears 

slimmer and slimmer.

As a result, African countries should not wait for 

Kavaljit Singh, Director of Madhyam, New Delhi, 

would dry up liquidity.

Since its implementation, all apprehensions 

According to a report prepared 

Africa 2.0 MANIFESTO
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some loopholes in the existing tax regime. For 

did not help much in reducing the volatility in 

times when tax revenues are under severe 

states and governments to generate additional 

sources of revenues on currency exchanges and 

tax on electronic payments

from the productive sector. Formalising the 

African governments to apply a tax on electronic 

rates are tiny compared to the rates currently 

productive sector. 

the present times when tax 

revenues are under severe 

Transform Hope into Action
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enhance electronic payments and reduce 

opportunity for African governments to capture 

a piece of the promising high volumes of 

retain the funds at the source without facing 

the daunting challenges of chasing tax payers. 

switching companies to ensure quality reporting, 

audit and procedures implementation. First and 

foremost, it would require African governments 

true rapid evolution towards a cashless economy.

5.5.2     Promote public-

private partnerships and 

diversify international 

bilateral partners

and are delaying the expansion of the continent. 

emerge as partners of reference, Africa has a 

its international partners. As an example, since 

2008 China’s yearly investment in Africa has 

power sector.

continent attract more investors and at last 

propel the continent into a 

governments to apply a tax on 

Africa 2.0 MANIFESTO
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As an example since 2008 

China yearly investment in 

Africa has exceeded World 

continent.

China Contribution to Africa Power Generation Capacity 

Source: World Bank Group
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into a new form of colonisation and that our 

resources are not given away at cheap prices. 

for our people.

Diaspora by issuing Diaspora 

Bonds

attract foreign direct investment, we, as Africans, 

need to develop innovative schemes to fuel the 

growth and accelerate the development of our 

Diaspora could help the African continent 

accelerate its development and raise untapped 

or heritage’. Over the decades, the African 

Diaspora has grown larger, stronger, wealthier, 

more educated and are currently in a position to 

mechanism for maintaining ties with the 

those products.

ownership design could 

the concept is endorsed. 

rolled up.



home countries are estimated to have more than 

(source : 
Development Finance via Diaspora Bonds, Track 
Record and Potential by Ketkar & Ratha

Africa or invested in migrants’ host countries. 

to support their growth and development. As an 

redeemed only upon maturity. FCDs, in contrast, 

many developing countries to attract foreign 

through international 

capital markets

have successfully raised funding through 

successfully raised funding 

managed to gather up to 

respectively raised up to 

now attractive to international 

their portfolio. 
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international scene resulting from the increase 

of raw material prices, the high demand in China 

and improved governance of African states. 

Africa 2.0 encourages other African countries to 

further pursue the alternative of funding their 

growth strategy.

could also for instance help fund regional 

resources from individual countries to complete 

5.5.5    Use Private 

Placement Programs

those who have expressed an interest to use 

Funds received are from trading transactions of 

These are not loans and funds 
received do not have to be paid back.

stage for prosperity. 

Private Placement Programs are 

an excellent way to raise funds 

are from trading transactions of 

loans and funds received do 
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the recipient country was required to place 

Aires was among the top 20 cities of the world 

of vehicles per person as France or Germany. 

slowly than France or Germany and fell rapidly 

World.

We encourage African governments to consider 

Participation in Private Placement Programs 

1. The World Capital Program 

to generate funds for government, corporate 

Application. The World Capital Program 
requires from the participating country to 
block a reserve of gold (or key natural asset, 
underground or not) or cash bullion in the 
country’s central (or top 100 global) bank. 
It is structured on a 5 –10 year platform 

allows for the modernising of government 

infrastructure and departments and the 

development of electric power supply, oil 

steel, housing, health and educational 

institutions etc. through to the development 

developments.

2. Project Financing Facilities
engineered zero percentage interest and 

non-recourse sophisticated funding facility 

via PPP. Project Financing Facilities provide 
a means for the government to provide 
up to 20 100 percent of project funding/

projects without cash commitment but 
a single collateral obligation of a Bank 
Guarantee from an acceptable Top 100 

large infrastructure projects within the 
country.

private investment. Second, it 

it facilitated the negotiation of 

that provided the political 
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was among the top 20 cities 

of the world in telephones per 

of motor vehicles per capita, 

with approximately the same 

as France or Germany.

Long Run Economic Growth, 1880–1980 - Argentina 

Source: Delong, Eichengreen, 1991

Long Run Economic Growth, 1880–1980 - Argentina

Source: Delong, Eichengreen, 1991

Long Run Economic Growth, 1880–1980 - Argentina 

Source: Delong, Eichengreen, 1991

Comparative GDP per Capita Growth 

Source: Delong, Eichengreen, 1991
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powers declaring a designated plot of land as a 

free zone for social and economic development. 

guarantee for all of their developments.

Airport Freezone is one of the fastest growing free 

zones in the region and is currently home to over 

including aviation industry, pharmaceutical 

restrictions. Located strategically within the 

facilities with state-of-the art infrastructure.

not be an excuse

success stories to replicate. African leaders 

government leaders and should also involve 

the necessary human capital to implement such 

a plan. As a result the funding will follow.

We encourage African 

governments to consider 

Private Placement Programs 

economic expansion. 
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5.6. Passion and dedication 

will help drive the process - 

certain position or state to another, energy is 

needed. And passion gives us the extra energy 

gets tough. When the heart and the mind are 

engaged simultaneously and harmoniously the 

Passion is generated when we identify or are 

us when we feel that we are doing something 

in the way we live our lives and the way we 

express ourselves through all forms of art. Our 

ancestors lived their lives in close relationship 

with the people in their communities and in 

our soul helps us tap into our passion virtually 

do anything and realistically achieve the goals 

of young Africans can achieve. All Africa 2.0 

private sector, civil society or government 

Africa and from around the world to show you 

that they care, to show you that we can, to 

hoping that together we could apply our souls to 

transform hope into action. We are the ones 
we have been waiting for!

mind that a clear direction and 

investors and voters. 

Passion is so important 

real change and transformation.  

energy is needed.  

“Love never loses its 
way home”

African Symbol of the 
power of love

We in Africa are soulful people. 
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Ellen Sirleaf-Johnson (Winner Africa 2.0 Award- Institutional figure of 
te decade)

 Why are some countries able, despite their very real and serious 
problems, to press ahead along the road to reconciliation, recovery, 
and redevelopment while others cannot? These are critical questions 
for Africa, and their answers are complex and not always clear. 
Leadership is crucial, of course. Kagame was a strong leader - decisive, 
focused, disciplined, and honest - and he remains so today. I believe 
that sometimes people's characters are molded by their environment. 
Angola, like Liberia, like Sierra Leone, is resource-rich, a natural blessing 
that sometimes has the sad effect of diminishing the human drive for 
self-sufficiency, the ability and determination to maximize that which one 
has. Kagame had nothing. He grew up in a refugee camp, equipped with 
only his own strength of will and determination to create a
 better life for himself and 
his countrymen. "
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It is not the world that makes a man...

   ...But a man that makes his world.
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Vision Africa 2.0: 
Governing Council

When young Africans unite to combine their skills, passion and energy to propose
innovative solutions that could move the continent forward…

In order to drive the process and ensure that we provide a full overview and innovative solutions 
for the pillars promoted by Africa 2.0 within the Overall Framework Vision Africa 2020, we have 

gathered a group of Champions whose role will be to drive the process and mobilize the skills and 
inputs from other Africa 2.0 members and thought leaders to contribute to the Vision Africa 2020 

Manifest to be released in the last quarter of 2011. 

The Champions come from the various parts of the continent and are part of the core team of Africa 
2.0; they have the immense responsibility of delivering a Manifest of quality that will be a reference 

Vision Africa 2020 will only happen with your contribution and energy to drive change in Africa 
through a leapfrog approach. Divided we fall, together we stand. Africa 2.0 invites you to dive in, 

join the bandwagon, and make your contribution. 
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Younes Maamar (Morocco)
Champion: Infrastructure - Power Africa

Sophie Masipa (South Africa)
Champion: Rebranding Africa

Jacqueline Musiitwa (Zambia-Uganda)
Champion: Investment Climate Reforms

Dare Okoudjou (Benin)
Champion: Increasing Financial Inclusion to boost entrepreneurship 
structures

on strategy development and implementation as well as Operational 

Jackie Chimhanzi (Zimbabwe)
Champion: Cross Cutting Topics: Mobilizing the Youth, the Diaspora, 
women and technology to drive Vision Africa 2020

Mario Mendes(Angola)
Chapter Head Angola

on strategic partnerships with oil & gas multinationals that ensure 

Stanford University.
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Malik Fal (Senegal)
Vision Africa 2.0 Framework & Champion Coordinator

Habib Hann (Guinee Konakri)
Champion: Adopting and implementing Cluster Strategies

Vera Songwe (Cameroon)
Champion: Good Governance

Didier Acouetey (Togo)
Champion: Building competitive regional champions

Didier Acouetey is the President and Founder of the AfricSearch Group, 

Ipeleng Selele (South Africa)
Co-Champion – Entrepreneurship 

Mugo Kibati (Kenya)
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Joel M. Carter  
Co-Champion Investment Climate

management, information technology, account management and 

in Accounting from the University of Arizona.

Patricia Gieskes (DRC)
Champion: Capacity Building

to a state-owned company. Prior to this, she was the Administrative 

Mamadou Toure (Cameroon) 
Founder of Africa 2.0 – Vision Africa 2.0 Leader 

Lievin FELIHO
Chapter Head  Africa 2.0 France

relating to welfare of certain occupational groups.

Sefa Gohoho (Ghana)
Co-Chapter Head Africa 2.0 Ghana

social entrepreneur, pursuing several interest through her holding 

Flower Farming, a Café and an Art Foundation.

talent. 

Yohannes Mezgebe (Ethiopia)
Chapter Head Ethiopia

was selected as one of the twenty future leaders from African nations 
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Teddy Warria (Kenya)
Chapter Head Africa 2.0 Kenya

long-term change in Africa through education, health, technology, and 

Lai Yahaya (Nigeria)
Champion: Powering the Vision

advise governments on economic reform, energy sector restructuring, 

Universale. 

Eunice Ajambo (Uganda)
Co-Champion Mobilizing Women

health focusing  on issues relating to welfare of certain occupational 

groups

Caleb Tamfu (Cameroun)
Chapter Head Africa 2.0 United Kingdom

Daniele Crouse (South Africa) 
Vision Africa 2.0 - Champion Coordinator 

the transportation and pharmaceutical industries, focusing on 

Strategy from the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania.

Shiyghan Navti
Champion: Leveraging on Technology

Bright B. Simons( Ghana)
Co-Champion: Leveraging on Technology

the world and led to numerous quotations in the international press, 

Astronomy.

Tonye Cole (Nigeria)
Chapter Head Africa 2.0
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Joel-Eric Missainhoun
Chapter Head Africa 2.0 Cote d’Ivoire

Co-Champion Regional Integration. 

Mema Beye (Mali)
Co-Champion: Cluster Strategies

Portuguese.

Soji Omisore (Nigeria)
Co-Champion: Food Security

University. 

Marwah Elghobashy 
Champion: Building competitive regional champions

Momar Dieng (Senegal)
Co-Champion: Regional Integration



PRESS MEDIA NEPAD.
ORG THE BOTSWANA 
GAZETTE TRADE.
COM CROFT ANDREW 
W O R D P R E S S . C O M 
CHAI FM KHAYA FM 
SAFM LOTUS FM RADIO 

B I Z C O M M U N I T Y 
ITNEWS.COM GOOD 
MORNING AFRICA 
- DSTV MONITOR 
TV – EUROPE FME.
COM ALLAFRICA.
COM FACEBOOK COLD 

AFRICA 2.0 WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE MEDIA FOR ITS VALUED SUPPORT IN COMMUNICATING AND SHARING VISION AFRICA 2.0

‘transforming 
powerful ideas 

into decisive 
action’

africans 
meet at 2.0 
leadership 

symposium’

‘proactive 
leadership to 
drive africa’s 

reputation and 
competitiveness’

‘africa 2.0 
celebrates 

achievers’



COM BUSINESS 
DAY ONLINE 
TREASURY GOV.ZA 
THE ZIMBABWEAN.
COM ALHAMSYAH.
COM CONGOO.COM 

‘africa 2.0 event 
custodian live 
on soweto tv 

tonight’

‘countdown 
begins for 

second ̀ africa 
2,0 leadership 

symposium’

‘africa 2.0 
lifetime 

achievement 
nominees 

announced’

‘go to africa 
2.0 and vote 

for food 
and trees’

‘africa 2.0 
2011 awards’

‘kenya 
welcomes 

second annual 
africa 2.0’

TODAY METRO FM 
SOWETO TV NEWS 
E-TV NEWS CNBC 
AFRICA CNN 
CHANNEL AFRICA 
RADIO LOTUS 
FM IAFRICA.



NEXT AFRICA 2.0 AWARDS JUNE 2012





“To establish a prosperous and inspiring Africa within the next 20 years”


